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Note: Dr. Zuhal Mert Uzuner, lecturer at the Department of Political Science and 

International Relations, Marmara University analyzes in her interview the Turkish foreign 

policy from the perspective of (a) the “Strategic Depth” of Ahmet Davutoğlu, (b) the new 

balance of power in Middle East and North Africa, (c) the Syrian crisis and the Turkey and 

Israeli relations (d) the Creek- Turkish relations and (e) the future of American – Russian- 

Turkish relations. 

 

 

Could you explain how the dogma of “strategic depth” of Ahmet Davutoğlu influences 

the Turkish foreign policy?  

 

“Strategic Depth” is one of the most important analyses about Turkish foreign policy. In order 

to say that it is important, it is not necessary to agree with Davutoğlu’s ideas. Davutoğlu is not 

the only academics who have ever supported policy making process in Turkey. However, he 

brought a different academic perspective to policy making process by starting from a different 

analysis of world politics. It is important because of a few reasons:  

 

First of all, it questions Turkish foreign policy from theoretical perspectives in international 

relations. Theoretical perspectives are regarded as useless method by many columnists in 

Turkey and it is criticized by being naive. However, in some other country’s history we may 

see important impacts of such theoretical explanations, such as Germany. Like lebensraums, 

Davutoğlu defines a near abroad perspective in his book.  

 

Secondly, in his theoretical perspective, it is obvious the recognition of social facts as critical 

matter for world politics. Despite he refers geopolitical considerations in his analysis, his 

discourse underlines role of ideational factor in world politics and this is a proof for post-

structuralist understanding of the world. It is a fact that foreign policy is a realist field of 

activity and all states are very tended to think selfishly in interstate relations. In fact, all we 

know that IR discipline is created for an idealistic perspective to create a better world by 

believing possibility to change this selfish environment through multilateralism and 

international norms. As a parallel development, current world politics brought a normative 

discourse that is mostly defined with reference to neo-liberal argumentations.  

 

Thirdly, he offers a different role for Turkey which could be regarded as a critical perspective 

to traditionalist Republican elite. It studies new perspectives for a more powerful Turkey. In 

Davutoğlu’s analysis, self-definition of Turkey is changing. It is interesting because in 

Turkish politics, he is on the right conservatist and Islamist political spectrum. The general 
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tendency of conservatists is not so reformists about liberal cosmopolitanism. However, 

Davutoğlu argues the need for change for adapting to requirements of the new world politics. 

On the one side he underlines Ottoman past and legacy for Turkey in his definition of new 

role of Turkey, on the other side he refers rising values of new world politics. This is 

important because, this perspective is an answer to neo-ottomanism argumentations. He is not 

trying to revive Ottoman Empire. He is referring the empire just for explaining social and 

ideational needs of society for a greater role in world politics. Legacy of the empire in socio-

political culture is regarded as source of ideational power which is defined as a critical factor 

of a state power.   

 

Finally, Davutoğlu brought an alternative to what kind of world is preferable for more 

cosmopolitan and just. Today, values and cultural elements are part of world politics and it is 

not a result of Davutoglu’s efforts. He is a good academic and he is very capable to read 

world political events. Strategic Depth is an example of that reading.   

 

Many analysts support that Arab Spring has created a new balance of power in Middle 

East and North Africa. Do you agree? 

 

Yes, there is a new balance of power because there is a new game in the region. Order is now 

being created and in that process we see transformation of the world politics. Davutoğlu 

argues that this is the fall of Cold War structures in the Middle East and Arab Spring is a 

transformation of the Middle East politics for integrating the liberal world. Transformation 

means restructuring in which all actors will be redefine their roles. All have demands to have 

more power.  

 

Because of the geopolitical importance of the region Eastern Mediterranean, China and all 

UN Security Council members are waited to be agreed about new blueprint. Leading actor the 

USA wants to be leader of the restructuring. During the Washington visit, Prime Minister 

Erdoğan says that Russia and China must support the solution to humanitarian crisis in Syria. 

It is obvious that Russia is one of the key players in the Eastern Mediterranean and in Syrian 

crisis. Academics are discussing about role of Russia, because Syria is the Mediterranean base 

of Russian navy. Russia proved that it won’t left this existence by creating a Mediterranean 

Navy in last days. Russian Foreign Minister underlines that Syrian crisis cannot be solved 

without participation of Russia. All these are proof of search of new order in the region.  

 

Global actors were so much interested about rich energy resources of the region. Therefore, 

USA and USSR were so interested about the Middle East politics. Energy is not a simple 

economic matter, it is related with power. So it is understandable to talk about competitive 

positions of great powers in the region.  

 

Has the Syrian crisis an effect on the Turkish foreign policy and Kurdish issue? 

 

Syrian crisis is one of the most important examples for how foreign policy matters are 

connected to domestic issues. Actually for foreign policy analysis perspective, separation 

between domestic and foreign affairs are being questioned. For Turkish foreign policy, Syrian 

problem is not a “foreign” issue because even in official discourse we may observe references 

to kinship of Turkish people with Syrian people. At that point, issue is connected to the 

domestic sphere because of the two reasons. First of all, there is real kinship between Turkish 

and Syrian citizens in bordering region of Turkey and Syria. These people are mostly Arabic 

and Kurdish ethnic background. Therefore, it is really difficult to externalize the problem in 
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Syria. Second critical matter is related with Kurdish ethnicity and Turkish identity. When 

Turkish officials refer to kinship of Turkish people they refer Turkish citizens from all 

different ethnic origins. Turkish people are not defined as people coming from Turkish 

descent. So this is a civic national identity. In fact, today it is a questioned identity wit 

Kurdish demands for more rights as people. Kurdish problem is a cross-border matter 

between Iran, Syria, Iraq and Turkey. Therefore, any event in the region related with Kurdish 

demands for recognition as a united people could not be treated as only a foreign policy 

matter.   

 

All these facts are related with global rising normative structure too. In new world order and 

new world political understanding, domestic matters are not domestic anymore. We see the 

best examples with the concept of “responsibility to protect”. It gives priority to human 

security with reference to universal human rights understanding under the auspices of the UN. 

Turkish foreign policy about Syrian crisis is designed according to the normative structure 

that is produced by international community around neo-liberalism. Syrian crisis and Kurdish 

issue is regarded as a matter of democratization and human rights understanding.  

 

 What behind of revival of Turkey and Israeli relations? 

 

For Turkish stance, that revival is related with needs for regional stability. Actually, the 

reasons of strategic partnership with Israel are the reasons of current revival. Break in bilateral 

relations is not the result of exhausted mutual need for cooperation. Israel and Turkey have 

been two important strategic partners in the Middle East as a result of necessities of the 

region. Current situation is not so different. 

 

In order to understand revival of bilateral relations between Israel and Turkey, we have to talk 

about what happened in the processes of worsening. First of all, we have to be aware that 

when we talk about a country’s foreign policy actually we talk about the decisions and actions 

of decision making bodies of that country. In democratic regimes, because of election 

mechanisms different groups and leaders may be government and each government has a 

distinct characteristic with its ideological background. That is why, sometimes a person can 

be determinant about the destiny of a nation through leadership may be very influential. I 

think, in Turkish-Israeli relations this factor became important in Erdoğan’s come down on 

Israel in Davos. Despite rising sensitivities of international community about humanitarian 

issues, Israel government did not care about human suffering in Gaza. Israeli government kept 

the issue as a security matter but it became a real “securitization” of a humanitarian issue. 

Behind that preference of Israeli government, there was a narrow minded security 

understanding and extreme rightwing political world view. That perspective had problem with 

new modes of preferred behavior in world politics. Not only Turkey, but also international 

community criticized Israeli government.  

 

At that point we may look at the case in Turkey. AKP (Justice and Development Party) 

government under the leadership of Erdoğan has Islamic and nationalist sensitivities. They are 

coming from right spectrum of Turkish political life which criticized existence of Israel in the 

region and defended rights of Palestine. This stance is not a widely accepted preference in 

secularist Kemalist tradition of Turkey because of secularism sensitivities of the regime in 

Turkey.  Plus, religious affiliations and emotional normative perspectives were not welcomed 

throughout the Cold War in Turkish foreign policy circles.  
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In post Cold War years, normative perspective rose up and the EU example became a very 

important example for Turkey’s near abroad. Therefore, human security perspective had to be 

topic of Turkish foreign policy with EU membership candidacy. Normative critiques are not a 

naïve anymore. Despite AKP refers to Islamic affiliation for political support, that reference is 

a merged perspective with neo-liberal prerequisites of new international system. Israel cannot 

be free from the universalized norms and need for legitimacy in order to be accepted as a 

legitimate actor. Those prerequisites pushed Israel government to ask apology from Turkey 

for Mavi Marmara.  

 

In addition to the legitimacy matter, we have to remember that concrete necessities and 

survival as the most important targets to reach defines the bordering lines of foreign policy 

making. Common secular and democratic perspective distinguishes these two countries from 

other countries of the region. It is not necessary to underline the fact that Arab people do not 

sympathize Israel. So, Israel needs Turkey. It is a long matter of discussion but shortly, Israel 

needs Turkey for some strategic reasons. For example, for an anti-ballistic missile defense 

system, depth of territories of Israel is not enough. Turkey may offer that depth against 

probable missile offense against Israel.  

 

Lastly, we must remember the blueprint of the USA about the region. It could not be a 

coincidence to watch the apology of Israel just after the visit of US President Obama.  

 

Could you describe the Creek- Turkish relations (the dispute of Cyprus and Economic 

Exclusive Zone (EEZ) of Aegean Sea)? 

 

EEZ could be an opportunity for motivating sides for reaching a solution. Until now, it is 

obvious that there is no motivation to solve problems. With possibility of having more gain in 

the future days, today both sides prefer to keep situation frozen. However, economic welfare 

may not be enough powerful motivator when the issues related with some survival matters. 

Especially in the case of Turkish-Greek relations problem is greater. Greek-Turkish relations 

have many difficulties with strategic and historical reasons. Most important barrier is the no 

confidence. It is not easy to overcome this problem. Therefore, Turkish-Greek relations are 

the best example for the Mersheimer’s perspective that is explained in his article false 

promise of liberal institutionalism. Cooperation needed for solution- two barriers: problem of 

cheating and problem of relative gain. Problem of cheating means, it may be possible to reach 

out a common point through negotiations but the problem is deriving from prejudices about 

sincerity of the other. Worry is about pacta sunt servanda. Relative gain is related with the 

image of destined enemy. It creates barrier in front of a cooperative action. Both sides do not 

worry about dishonesty of the other side. Therefore, any cooperative action may decline 

relative power position of the country.  

 

From that perspective, picture does not seem so optimistic. Since 1999, we have 

rapprochement process in which confidence building measures are critical. It is obvious that 

there is no concrete result of many exploratory talks.  At that point, efficacy of the process is 

under question. In such a psychological atmosphere it is not possible to reach out solutions in 

a step by step perspective of functionalism. Best way of solution is a compact negotiation for 

all problems as it was in Davos process.  

 

Cyprus is a very complicated case anymore. EU membership of the island is a motivation 

breaker for negotiations. Why should Greek Cypriots negotiate? There is no need for hurry. 

Moreover, young generation does not know what kind of thing is living together. Two 
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separate political communities emerge every day more and more. For Turkish Cypriots 

international embargoes and isolation from the world are problems. So Turkish Cypriots are 

more interested in negotiations. Now, with oil reserves around the island is a matter of 

discussion. Left wing circles in the North hope that common benefit may promote 

negotiations of both communities. In fact, it is really difficult to overcome lack of confidence 

and some problems come from underdog culture in Greece and Turkey.  Moreover, Eastern 

Mediterranean is a hot pot now. Russia and China are demanding words to say with the USA 

and the EU. Therefore, I am not sure that why solution of Cyprus must be a priority of world 

political agenda.   

 

A comment for the relations between Turkey and USA? 

 

Turkey’s relations with the USA started to be intensified with the rising threats of the USSR 

over the Straits. As a method in foreign policy, Turkey had to manipulate the BOP for her 

own benefit. NATO and the USA were two acronyms which were regarded as concepts 

related with security matters. For many years, Turkey and the USA were called as strategic 

partners. Especially in Özal years bilateral relations were at high level. However, they had 

troubles in 2000s. Especially Turkish opposition to second Iraq operation created tensions. 

Bush doctrine is regarded as problematic by many Turkish intellectuals.  

 

Today, bilateral relations are getting better. There are common geopolitical considerations in 

bilateral cooperation. In recent Washington visit of Prime Minister Erdoğan, John Biden says 

that according to Obama, Turkey is opportunity point for stability in current international 

events. Turkey is now in collaboration with the USA for creation of new world order. Since 

Özal period Ankara defines itself as regional actor and wanted to be influential in near abroad 

of Turkey. Within the UN as a model for global governance Turkey refers importance of the 

normative base for peace, order and justice. In that process, global neo-liberal values of 

international community are underlined by both Turkish and American governments. Within 

these limits, today, Turkey wants more determinant role in global order and with rising 

economic performance and strong political authority in domestic affairs are supporting that 

vision. Especially, in AKP era integration of Turkish economy and democracy to liberal 

global order is fastening.  

 

In such an atmosphere, Obama’s strategy to share global responsibility with regional actors is 

a parallel development with Turkey’s demands. For stability, peace and order, Turkey is a 

preferable partner in the near east. Despite USA’s superiority in military and economic 

activities, China and other actors in world politics are getting stronger everyday especially in 

economic sphere of activities. World system started to be transformed with demands of rising 

regional powers. Turkish Foreign Minister Davutoğlu refers need for adjustment in the UN 

system according to current needs in world politics. This is a parallel approach with realities 

of the world politics. USA and other rising powers are transforming world system together 

and Turkey wants to be more than a follower in that process.  

 

Are the relations between Turkey and Russia antagonistic?   

 

In international relations, national stereotypes and prejudices are not dominant factor for 

policy making analysis. Antagonism is not a natural fact, just a constructed social fact. 

Competition is right but antagonism is a side effect of long lasting competition. From a 

historical perspective, Turkey and Russia are two rivals in near abroad of Turkey. Expansion 

of Russia towards southern regions created conflict with Ottomans and then Turkey. Well-
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known “policy of moving down to warm waters –means the Mediterranean- is a conflictual 

policy because territories that is wanted to be controlled are Turkish land. These ambitions of 

Russia are widely known by common citizens and a topic of even in Turkish school books. 

Additionally we may see the effects of the Cold War. Even in child play songs we may see the 

impact of friendship with the USA and enmity with the Russians. There is also another 

example in popular culture which is familiar to Greece, too. As you know after 1974, Turkish 

coffee started to be called as Greek coffee in Greece. In Turkey, Russian salad started to be 

called as American salad after Stalinist policies towards Turkey. So, it is obvious that there is 

a problematic past. In fact, if history was everything, today it was impossible to talk about EU 

togetherness of France and Germany. In nationalistic discourse it is very widely accepted 

prejudice that nations have destined enemies and friends. In fact, politics is a dynamic process 

and especially modernist rationalism brought alternative way of judgments. Yes, there is a 

competition between Russia and Turkey for some geographical areas, but this is not a unique 

situation just for Turkey and Russia. So competition may not be a barrier in front of 

cooperation.  

 


